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A NEW TRAINING VIDEO for AGGREGATE OPERATORS
“AGGREGATE TRAINING FOR THE SAFETY IMPAIRED”
   
Objective
To develop safety training tools for mine safety and health
trainers that can be used for both new-miner training and
annual refresher training.
Background
For the past 3 years, NIOSH has been developing training
materials for mine safety trainers in response to gaps identified
during stakeholder meetings.  Most materials have been
directed to the hazards of underground mines, but the recent
passage of Part 46 of CFR 30 required new-miner and annual
refresher training in aggregate operations.  One result was the
identification of another audience needing basic information
about safety in mining.  Trainers characterized trainees in this
segment of the industry primarily as young males, many of
whom had little work experience.
Approach 
Training specialists from the Arizona State Mine
Inspector’s Office approached NIOSH researchers early in
2002 about the possibility of a collaborative project
to develop safety training materials for new trainees in
aggregate operations.  A preliminary search of MSHA accident
statistics identified over a dozen common hazards that could
be targeted in a training video.  A storyline was developed for
review by safety specialists in the aggregate industry, and a
scr ip t  was  wr i t ten  to  cover  the  se lec ted
hazards.  Although the target audience was primarily new
hires, the finished video was also to be relevant to more
experienced workers.  
Aggregate Training for the Safety Impaired
The video follows two new hires through their first week on
the job.  Ted and Slick have not paid attention in training class
and prove to be hazards to themselves as well as everyone
around them.  In the course of the week, they are fired from
four different mines and learn the hard way what can happen
if the dangers of surface mining are ignored.  Slick (a crash
test dummy in real life) has several very close calls before the
boys realize that safety is no laughing matter.  The video is 34
minutes long and uses humor to present 15 different hazards,
as well as safety tips on how to avoid these hazards.
For More Information
Elaine Cullen, Spokane Research Laboratory, E. 315
Montgomery, Spokane, WA  99207  (509) 354-8057 or e-mail
efc8@cdc.gov.
To receive additional information about occupational safety
and health problems, call 1-800-35-NIOSH (1-800-356-4674),
or visit the NIOSH Web site at www.cdc.gov/niosh
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Ted and Slick are lectured about safety practices
at an aggregate operation.
The safety chorus that watches over the
trials of Slick and Ted.
Ignoring the safety rules results in an
accident.
